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Abstract—Security is essential for the Internet of Things (IoT). Cryptographic operations for authentication and encryption commonly rely
on random input of high entropy and secure, tamper-resistant identities, which are difficult to obtain on constrained embedded devices. In
this paper, we design and analyze a generic integration of physically unclonable functions (PUFs) into the IoT operating system RIOT that
supports about 250 platforms. Our approach leverages uninitialized SRAM to act as the digital fingerprint for heterogeneous devices. We
ground our design on an extensive study of PUF performance in the wild, which involves SRAM measurements on more than 700 IoT
nodes that aged naturally in the real-world. We quantify static SRAM bias, as well as the aging effects of devices and incorporate the
results in our system. This work closes a previously identified gap of missing statistically significant sample sizes for testing the
unpredictability of PUFs. Our experiments on COTS devices of 64 kB SRAM indicate that secure random seeds derived from the SRAM
PUF provide 256 Bits-, and device unique keys provide more than 128 Bits of security. In a practical security assessment we show that
SRAM PUFs resist moderate attack scenarios, which greatly improves the security of low-end IoT devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE INTERNET of Things (IoT) comprises billions of
constrained devices, but the low-cost IoT hardware

is challenged by basic security operations. High entropy
seeds for secure random number generation [9] and secure
hardware identities form the minimal set of primitives that
bootstrap the cryptographic subsystem needed for protecting
basic services of networked nodes. These numbers must
remain secret to prevent information leakage of past and
future transactions, and require resistance against readout
or tampering. Supplementary hardware security modules
(e.g., secure elements) can overcome these challenges but
increase device cost. In practice, many large-scale IoT deploy-
ments consist of cheap embedded devices without hardware
security features, and readily threaten the IoT [10] as well as
the global Internet [11].

Physical unclonable functions (PUFs) utilize intrinsic
hardware variations, which are a promising source of (i)
random variations on one device, and (ii) unpredictable
secrets between devices that become reproducible by exclud-
ing the variations from (i). A prevalent type of PUF input is
SRAM. After powering up the hardware, SRAM provides a
digital fingerprint from the patterns of uninitialized memory.
SRAM is available on almost every IoT platform and can
be exploited without additional hardware. This makes
the technology particularly attractive for low-cost devices.
Secret values are generated only during system startup and
consumed quickly after to lower the risk of a compromise.
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Fig. 1: PUF security services provided by an operating system
enable lightweight crypto-operations on low-cost hardware
in the IoT.

Consequently, SRAM secrets remain absent during regular
node operations.

There have been concerns, though, that the physical
layout of SRAM [12] as well as hardware aging [13] may
introduce systematic biases. Quantifying these subtle statis-
tical effects requires a comparative analysis between large
quantities of devices [14], which we contribute in this paper.
Our large-scale evaluation of more than 700 nodes clearly
shows a localized bias for certain bits in the SRAM response.
An attacker who tries to predict this pattern by using a large
number of measurements from similar devices could reach
an advantage in guessing the bit values at certain positions.
We quantify the remaining entropy of secrets derived by
these biased pattern and identify secret generation schemes
that are able to mitigate this weakness.

We further analyse hardware aging by extensive mea-
surements on nodes that naturally aged in the real-world
environment of an open access testbed. We find address spe-
cific wear-out effects that link to past experiment executions.
Our findings shall motivate testbed operators as well as
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software developers to invoke anti-aging strategies to their
firmware.

In this paper, we design and evaluate PUFs for the
multi-purpose operating system RIOT [15] for constrained
IoT devices [16]. Our configurable integration enables (i)
portability across heterogeneous platforms with differing
hardware capabilities, and (ii) the replacement of modular
building blocks in order to adapt to differing environmental
conditions, security requirements, or the energy availability
on battery driven nodes. To the best of our knowledge, a
consistent PUF integration into a commodity IoT operating
system is yet missing, even though IoT deployments increas-
ingly rely on some (open source) operating system (OS).
IoT applications built on top of an OS benefit from reduced
implementation overhead and enhanced dependability as
they reutilize existing, well-tested code such as network
stacks, drivers, or crypto-libraries.

We argue that operating system software should provide
crypto-primitives for PUF functions (see Figure 1) to make
its security benefits accessible to a wide range of IoT devices.
The application of software PUFs is not limited to low-cost
platforms, though, but can also assist security hardware,
which is occasionally vulnerable [17].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
After providing background on PUFs and discussing prior
work (§2), we present our evaluation methodology (§3) and
perform an empirical SRAM evaluation on 708 devices (§4),
in which we identify static bias and stress marks introduced
by past utilization. We derive requirements for supporting
SRAM PUFs on the OS-level, and introduce the RIOT OS
integration (§5). In a base-line evaluation of our solution (§6),
we quantify the uniqueness of SRAM PUF generation. Our
second analysis concentrates on the quality of random seed
and key generation, as well as its performance overhead (§7).
A subsequent security analysis reveals that the SRAM PUF
is secure under moderate attacker assumptions (§8). Finally,
we conclude and outline future research directions (§9).

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK

Pappu et al. [18] are the first to introduce “physical one-way
functions” and the notion of a PUF dates back to Gassend et
al. [19]; both describe a technique to uniquely identify and
authenticate individual integrated circuits. The research
community identified PUFs as an attractive solution for the
IoT [20], because the intrinsic hardware variations can feed
security primitives on low-end devices without increasing
hardware cost. Orthogonal to PUFs that utilize variations
of low-cost, multi-purpose building blocks, research also
advances in the field of hardware security at the transistor
level [21], [22], [23]. PUFs can be distinguished into two
classes [18], [24]. They either process many inputs (i.e., chal-
lenges) to produce varying outputs (i.e., responses), or only
few inputs which produce few, or only one response. More
precisely, a PUF is denoted as strong if it provides a large
challenge-response space, whereas a weak PUF provides only
few challenge-response pairs that typically scale linearly or
polynomially with the design size [25]. Hence, a memory
readout which produces one response can be classified as a
weak PUF.

A variety of use cases for PUFs emerged, such as
secure key storages [26], communication protocols [27], [28],
supply chain security [29], remote attestation [30], firmware
updates [31], or generic trust anchors [32].

The security of these applications as derived from PUFs
is only as strong, as the secrets extracted from the underlying
hardware variations. In this section, we review the funda-
mental properties, basic assessment measures, and pose the
question of potential weaknesses in PUFs.

2.1 Properties of Uninitialized SRAM

Reading out uninitialized SRAM produces a digital fin-
gerprint. Manufacturing processes introduce variations in
the silicon of transistors that construct a memory cell.
When powered on, some cells drift to the logical state 1,
others to 0, and cells without bias fluctuate according to
environmental conditions. The resulting patterns require a
careful assessment between devices (inter-device) in order to
estimate their uniqueness, and between power-cycles on one
device (intra-device), in order to quantify the (random) noise.
This noise can be utilized as an entropy source, or needs to
be removed for reliably reproducing an exact version of the
pattern.

Aging Bias. Uniformly random variations result in an equal
proportion of stable cells that power up with 0 or 1 on a
single SRAM pattern. Aging and utilization, however, skew
this distribution, due to drifting voltage threshold values of
the transistors that form a memory cell [33]. The increased
probability for one symbol (1 or 0) introduces a bias, which
in turn benefits an attacker, who tries to guess bit values.
Guin et al. [34] find a bias of up to 54 % under artificial
aging. Holcomb et al. [8] counter that ‘normal’ use patterns
of intermittently powered devices prevent an identical skew.

The state-of-the-art motivates additional and more re-
alistic analyses of bias and aging effects on platforms that
naturally aged while executing real-world IoT applications
over a long period of time (see Section 4).

Static Bias. In contrast to an aging bias, real-world PUFs may
be affected by a static bias at certain bit positions [35]. Rah-
man et al. [36] observe systematic correlation between SRAM
patterns across chips, and cell-neighborhood interactions due
a systematic physical arrangement on the silicon. Both effects
reduce the device uniqueness. An attacker, who owns a chip
of the same type, could utilize a local measurement to guess
bit values at specific positions with a better chance than 50 %,
which facilitates prediction of a secret value derived thereof.

Conditioning the SRAM resolves systematic bias. Bit
selection [37], [38] is an approach to exclude biased bit
addresses of the SRAM, but adds enrollment complexity
for each individual node. Storing a bit mask for cell selection
requires additional memory, which conflicts with limited
memory resources on IoT devices. Instead, extending the
SRAM PUF input increases the total amount of unbiased
bits that generate a secret, which ideally prevents successful
guesswork. Increasing the length, though, threatens fuzzy
extraction (see Section 2.4) which may leak information
about the secret, and requires a careful assessment of (i) the
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remaining entropy as well as (ii) the increase in processing
overhead on resource constrained nodes.
Environmental Bias. PUFs are subject to noise, which is af-
fected by environmental operating conditions. Related work
analyzes SRAM startup patterns under varying voltages and
temperatures. A body of work shows that SRAM PUFs are
robust against variations of the supply voltage [1], [2], [3], [4],
tested at ± 10 % of the nominal value. Adjusting the voltage
ramp-up speed [5], [6] can mitigate effects of temperature
variations, which affect the SRAM startup behavior more
severely. These solutions require special hardware, though.

The effect of temperature variations on the startup
pattern of SRAM is commonly analyzed within the industrial
operating temperature range of -40°C to +80°C. Leest et al. [7]
quantify the intra-device relation between startup pattern of
a device, which shows that the min. entropy is minimal at a
low temperature of -40°C, and gains up to ≈2 % of noisy cells
when the temperature increases to +80°C. When quantifying
the required SRAM length for seed generation, the lower
bound should serve as a conservative starting point, while
higher temperatures improve seed generation due to higher
entropy.

Schrijen et al. [1] compare the intra-device hamming dis-
tance of SRAM patterns taken under different temperatures,
compared to an enrollment readout at ambient temperature.
The startup noise between patterns of the same device almost
doubles when increasing the operation temperature from
20°C to 80°C. Claes et al. [3] present an increase of the
fractional hamming distance from 0.06 to 0.1 at the extreme
operating temperatures of -40/+80°C. Katzenbeisser et al. [2]
present similar results but find that the SRAM PUF is more
robust against varying operational conditions compared to
other PUFs (e.g., arbiter or flip-flop PUFs). Overdesigning the
error correction code can mitigate this effect, but increases
the computational complexity— sometimes in conflict with
IoT device constraints as well as the remaining key entropy.

Holcomb et al. [8] show that the increase in noise which is
introduced by temperature variations overrules a predictable
aging effect of NBTI. This has a positive effect on the inter-
device uniqueness, which increases with the absence of an
identical skew.

2.2 Empirical Evaluation of PUFs

The common measure to quantify the unpredictability of a
pattern is given by the min. entropy metric:

Hmin(pmax) = −log2(pmax) (1)

For a single bit, pmax = max(p, 1 − p), i.e., the maximum
probability for attaining one (p) or zero (1− p) at the same
SRAM bit position. An ideal probability of pmax = 0.5
maximizes the min. entropy to Hmin = 1. This metric is used
to assess intra-device variations across multiple pattern of the
same device, or inter-device variations between the pattern
of multiple devices. Random noise increases the intra-device
min. entropy after a power-cycle, which facilitates seed
generation, but challenges a reliable key construction. Over-
dimensioning the fuzzy extractor (see Section 2.3) can mitigate
this effect, but increases the computational complexity—in
conflict with IoT device constraints.

Schrijen et al. [1] present intra-device measurements
across SRAM technologies in differing setups and find
that variations across SRAM of different vendors are not
significant. Katzenbeisser et al. [2] show that the inter-device
min. entropy is invariant to temperature. This enables longer
repetition codes to correct multiple errors, which would
otherwise leak secret information in the case of a low inter-
device entropy (cf. Section 7).

The inter-device min. entropy assesses device uniqueness
and the impact of bias. The literature reports inter-device
min. entropy values from 0.7 [3] to 0.9 [39] between SRAM
patterns. Quantifying this metric requires multiple samples
which is particularly challenging since it involves many
nodes.
Min. Entropy Convergence. The maximum probability pmax

in Equation 1 can be empirically sampled from a limited
number of probes n (i.e., nodes). Then the empirical estimator

H ′
min(i, n) = −log2

[
max

(
i

n
, 1− i

n

)]
(2)

with i positive events (ones) in n samples from individual
nodes converges to the min. entropy in Equation 1. Statistical
convergence, however, is slow. According to the central limit
theorem [40],

|Hmin(pmax)−H ′
min(i, n)| ∼

σ√
n

(as n → ∞), (3)

where the dispersion σ = σH′
min

≈ 1.
Hence, estimating the inter-device bias from 100 samples

of SRAM PUFs still includes an error of 10%. Accordingly,
the largest available SRAM evaluation of 144 nodes [41]
bears an uncertainty of more than 8% This shows the need
for significantly larger samples in order to approximate the
inter-device min. entropy accurately, which we will present
in Section 4.
Bit-Aliasing. Maiti et al. [12] introduce bit-aliasing to quantify
systematic inter-device bias (cf. Section 2.1) among 125
FPGAs that implement a ring oscillator (RO) PUF. Large-
scale evaluations of RO PUFs on 217 FPGAs [42], [43], and
133 ASICs [44] show that the location of cells within the FPGA
affect performance properties. The bit-alias of uninitialized
SRAM between 50 [4] and 144 [41] devices reveals a slight
double-peaked distribution of the bit-alias scores due to
SRAM layout systematics, but seem to miss convergence
due to an insufficient sample size.Wilde et al. [14] identify
a research gap in convergence and deduce that qualified
inter-device bit-alias measurements require more than 600
devices to converge with an error below 5%.

Quantifying possible inter-device correlations using hun-
dreds of devices demands for high cost and engineering
efforts. In the subsequent analyses, we will tackle these
challenges by taking advantage of a large-scale testbed.

2.3 Random Seed and Key Generation

SRAM PUFs promise to support bootstrapping security on
embedded IoT nodes by deriving random seeds and private
keys from uninitialized memory. Commercial IoT platforms
more and more provide isolated PUF circuits for this purpose,
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but an open software implementation that enables PUF-
functionality without dedicated PUF-circuitry is missing.
To enable software-based SRAM PUFs on a wide range of
heterogeneous IoT platforms, the hardware abstraction layer
of an operating system can enable low-level hardware access
and facilitate PUF-based seed and key generation.

Seed Generation. Random numbers are essential for
security. Commonly, a sequence generated by a true random
number generator (TRNG) acts as seed or refresh value
for a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) as well
as a cryptographically secure PRNG (CSPRNG). Van der
Leest et al. [7] derive the min. entropy of repeated SRAM
startup patterns on a device for creating a random seed
value. The concept was applied to off-the-shelf MCUs [45]
and revealed a diverse picture. Not all embedded SRAM
technologies are qualified to produce high entropy seeds.
SRAM, so the lessons learned from this study, must be
analyzed prior to deployment. Krentz et al. [46] propose
an SRAM seeding mechanism and add antenna noise to
uninitialized memory pattern. The combined values are
conditioned with a van Neumann extractor, which introduces
variable runtime overhead.

SRAM must be uninitialized to obtain entropy between
power-cycles, which is why the PUF operation should only
take place during system startup before the memory has been
utilized. This startup sequence, however, might be executed
without a cold boot, possibly leading to zero-entropy seeding.
Hence, a PUF implementation needs to ensure a preceding
power-off cycle.

Key Generation. A reliable key generation depends on
the removal of random noise. The related concept of fuzzy
extraction was first presented in the context of biometric
authentication systems [47], [48] to reliably reconstruct an
exact version of a reference measurement. Fuzzy extractors
are based on error correction codes. Error correction schemes
for PUFs [49] were evaluated on an FPGA [50]. For complex-
ity reasons, not all codes are applicable to low-end devices
with its constrained resources. Korenda et al. [38] reduce
the computational requirements by identifying stable values
before encoding, which reduces the error probability. Leest et
al. [51] propose specific hardware implementations for soft-
decision decoders, which improve the correction capabilities
and require only half of the PUF bits for secret generation
compared to hard decision decoders.

A deployment of a fuzzy extractor proceeds in two phases,
enrollment and reconstruction. The enrollment is a trusted
process and produces helper data [52], which is later used to
reconstruct the PUF value. Helper data is publicly stored in
non-volatile memory.

A PUF response does not contain maximum entropy,
which flaws its immediate use as a cryptographic key.
Besides, it may be too long or too short, adjusting its length
to include a required amount of entropy. For mitigation,
a compression scheme can be used to create a key with
maximized entropy and to preserve forward secrecy of
the PUF response. Practical implementations [53], [54], [55]
employ a cryptographic hash function that compresses the
lengthy PUF response.

Error correction [52], and crypto-processing [56] quickly
exceed the computational-, and energy resources on con-

strained embedded devices. A modular and configurable
PUF implementation should ease the deployment under
varying environmental conditions and adjust to the capa-
bilities of heterogeneous platforms (e.g., processing power,
availability of crypto-acceleration).

2.4 Security Analysis of PUFs
The related work presents threats to PUFs mainly from three
angles.
Analytical Attacks. Public helper data techniques leak
information if the PUF is biased [57]. For the code offset
method, helper data lengths should be kept small to avoid
information disclosure–in conflict with PUF bias which may
increase the required length. Koeberl et al. [39] conservatively
estimate the entropy loss during helper data construction
for varying error correction codes in the fuzzy extractor, but
were criticized to be overly pessimistic [52]. Maes et al. [58]
present methods that calculate the entropy leakage exactly,
and de-biasing which resolves bias on an FPGA. Liu et al. [59]
present countermeasures to bias on an MCU.
Modeling Attacks. PUFs are susceptible to modeling
attacks [60], [61], [62]. Rührmair et al. [63] apply machine
learning to challenge-response pairs of PUFs with many
inputs and predict their outputs, which requires the ability
to eavesdrop PUF responses. Strieder et al. [64] exploit helper
data of PUFs with many inputs for training. PUFs with few
(or only one) input are less vulnerable to learning attacks
due to restricted input/output variables.
Hardware (Invasive) Attacks. Helfmeier et al. [65] cloned
SRAM of a common IoT device using a focused ion beam
instrument. Zeitouni et al. [66] present a side-channel analysis
on an SRAM PUF, using remanence decay. Both attacks
require physical control of the device under attack.

These analyses are tied to specific algorithms, or ded-
icated PUF implementations in hardware or software. A
practical threat model that analyses the remaining security
risks of SRAM PUFs on low-end hardware from the perspec-
tive of an IoT operating system is missing. We will fill this
gap in Section 8.

3 EXPERIMENT SETUP

We want to analyze the properties of uninitialized SRAM
on a large scale, and assess our measurements on IoT-
typical constrained hardware. Therefore, we chose an existing
testbed as an evaluation environment (Section 3.1), which
provides many off-the-shelf nodes (Section 3.2) and grants
open (remote) access for reproducibility. The drawback of this
approach, however, is that we cannot vary the operational
conditions of nodes.

On the software side of our experiments (Section 3.3),
we chose the open source IoT operating system RIOT [15]
for three reasons. (i) RIOT is an off-the-shelf OS that is used
in many IoT deployments [67] with support of numerous
heterogeneous platforms. In RIOT, PUF support brings
benefit to a broad range of systems and applications. (ii)
It provides support for the FIT IoT-LAB testbed nodes. This
allows us to easily benefit from the existing tools and facilities.
(iii) An active open source community, which had first hand
experiences with initial SRAM PUF trials [68], facilitates code
contributions.
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3.1 Testbed Environment

We conduct our experiments on the FIT IoT-LAB testbed [69]
to attain a large number of nodes. The testbed consists of
seven sites with different topologies and a total number of
more than 1500 nodes of 25 architectures. The M3 nodes
make up the majority (≈ 800 nodes) and reflect properties
of commercial off-the-shelf class 2 IoT devices [16]. Each
node is attached to a control node which provides a power
monitor (INA220), allowing to measure the operational
voltage and current that flows to the MCU and the external
board components. Nodes are deployed across facilities of
INRIA in France. Hence, all our experiments are conducted
under environmental conditions of work offices.

We use 708 M3 nodes in our experiments. To automate
experiment control, we utilize the command-line interface
iotlabcli. Nodes serial outputs are piped to individual
log files. Note, when reproducing the experiments, high data
volumes are generated, while testbed users have limited
disk quota. Data compression, moving files periodically, and
asking for increased quota can assist.

3.2 Hardware Platform

Testbed. M3 nodes consist of a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 CPU,
integrated into the STM32F103REY MCU, which runs at max.
72 MHz and provides 64 kB embedded SRAM, and 512 kB
internal flash. The MCU offers common features that we
exploit: (i) Low-power standby mode turns off the whole
SRAM. All content in SRAM and registers are lost, except
for the backup domain. (ii) Real-time clock remains operable
during standby, to trigger an interrupt for wakeup. (iii) Power
control registers indicate whether the MCU has been in
standby after a system restart. But this MCU lacks hardware
security features, i.e., a random number generator, crypto-
accelerator, and secure key storage. M3 nodes additionally
connect external components via SPI: An 16 MB external
NOR flash allows storing data persistently, and a low-power
radio which is the only alternative to gather entropy on this
board, by sampling antenna noise.

The microchips of the M3 nodes in the FIT IoT-LAB
testbed originate from two lots and four wafers, two of
which build the majority of devices. We conducted several
experiments to find a systematic variation. But we could not
find significant differences between these batches, hence, we
treat them equally in our evaluation and exclude the results
of the batch comparisons.
Local. To evaluate the PUF performance on heterogeneous
IoT devices with varying architectures, we also perform local
experiments on two different off-the-shelf IoT platforms, and
measure the processing time on a single device per platform:
The ESP32, which consists of an Xtensa 32-bit CPU with
520 kB SRAM, 4 MB flash, and operates at max. 240 MHz.
The HiFive which consists of a RISC-V RV32IMAC CPU that
provides 16 kB SRAM, 4 MB off-chip flash, and operates at
max. 320 MHz.

3.3 Software Platform

We base our PUF implementation on RIOT 2022.01. It
supports different architectures (8–32-bit CPUs), over 150
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Fig. 2: SRAM correlation between 708 nodes. The Pear-
son product-moment correlation coefficient of each pair
is encoded in gray intensity. Autocorrelation results in a
coefficient of one.

MCUs, and nearly 250 IoT boards. The OS provides multi-
threading with preemption, power management, and a
hardware abstraction layer to enable portability. We utilize
and complement these features in our implementation
(Section 5). RIOT provides its own IPv6 network stack (GNRC)
and supports multiple low-power radios as well as wired
interfaces. For the M3 nodes, we added drivers to access
power control registers and the external flash memory. To
broaden our experimental basis, we integrated the PUF
initialization to the ESP32 and HiFive architectures.

In our experiments, we trigger repeated power cycles
on the nodes. For this, we utilize existing RIOT interfaces,
namely, the power management (PM) interface to enter
standby, which turns-off the SRAM, and the real-time clock
(RTC) to generate a future wakeup interrupt.

4 LARGE FIELD STUDY OF UNINITIALIZED SRAM
4.1 Inter-device Correlation
We want to analyze the similarity between individual SRAM
patterns. Therefor we read the whole memory of 708 avail-
able M3 nodes and compute the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient which is defined as:

r(a, b) =

∑m
i=1(ai − ā)(bi − b̄)√∑m

i=1(ai − ā)2
√∑m

i=1(bi − b̄)2
(4)

where a and b denote the SRAM pattern of two devices with a
length of m=64 kB. Figure 2 presents the matrix of correlation
coefficients between the SRAM readout of all node pairs, as a
measure of linear dependency between nodes. A coefficient
of 1 indicates perfect correlation (pairs are equal), -1 repre-
sents negative correlation (pairs are opposite), and 0 means
(linear) independence. All coefficients are small with a small
positive bias (0.02–0.06), which indicates high independence
between the memory patterns and motivates their usage as
PUF source. Certain samples, however, indicate a slightly
increased coefficient when compared to others. To better
understand these correlations, we chose to further analyze
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the inter-device relations with a metric that incorporates the
bit locality, e.g., the bit-alias [12] quantifies inter-device bias
(cf. Section 4.2).

4.2 Analysis of Static Bias
We calculate the bit-alias which quantifies the proportion of
zeros and ones at every bit position j in the memory pattern
between n devices:

p̂j =
1

n

n∑

i=1

pj,i, (5)

where pj,i denotes the measured bit probability at position
j of device i. If the probability for attaining one or zero is
unbiased, the expectation value at each bit position equals
0.5 and the distribution of the empirical p̂j-values follows a
normal (error) distribution. Our evaluation indicates repet-
itive pattern with (multiples) of 32 Bit blocks. Rahman et
al. [36] find similar effects and relate this to the physical
layout of the SRAM. Figure 3 displays the histogram of the
bit-alias metric for all bit positions of the 64 kB memory. It
reveals a bimodal distribution with peaks around 0.4 and
0.6. Previous work [41] suggested a double-peak distribution,
but its sample size was too small [14]. To the best of our
knowledge, our results show the first SRAM evaluation of
the bit-alias with an error around 3 %.

Inter-device correlations in regions of SRAM can be
beneficial for an attacker. Analysing a large set of equally
produced devices may assist prediction of SRAM bit values
at certain positions. In detail, a deviation of ≈ 0.1 from the
ideal bit probability of pj = 0.5 increases the chance of
guessing the correct value by 10 %. This lowers the inter-
device entropy, which we quantify in Section 6.1, and requires
careful consideration when generating keys (see Section 7.2).
While not all SRAM technologies seem to be affected by this
inter-device correlation, a pre-selection of uncorrelated bits
for the enrollment process can mitigate this effect [36].

4.3 Analysis of Aging
The MCU age is noted on the chip package and our local
M3 sample devices indicate a production date in January
2012. This is in line with testbed statistics that date back the
first experiment to September 2012. We further managed to
get experiment metadata from the testbed team. Figure 4
displays the active utilization time of our test nodes since
their deployment until the end of 2021. The majority of our
publicly accessible nodes have been operated 2.5–8 thousand
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Fig. 4: M3 node active experiment operation time in hours.
Nodes are ranked according to their utilization.

hours since their deployment. Thus, in contrast to prior work,
we analyze devices that naturally aged under real-world
conditions.

We want to analyze whether certain devices or memory
blocks show anomalous behavior caused by aging or wear-
out from similar firmware images. To that end, we quantify
the intra-device bias by calculating the relative hamming
weight:

HW (r) = |{ri ̸= 0 : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}| · 1

m
(6)

where r denotes the bit value of one device at position i in a
block of the length m. Hence, the hamming weight reflects
the proportion of ones (p1). The proportion of ones and zeros
should be equal (p1 = 1− p0 = 0.5) without bias. Figure 5a
displays the intra-device measurements across the whole
memory of all boards (m=64 kB) which shows an average
hamming weight of 0.508± 0.003(σ). This slight (positive)
bias is the effect of aging and is still small compared to the
results of Guin et al. [34] who find biases of up to 0.54 after
336 hours (14 days) of stressed operation.

Figure 5b displays the hamming weight separated into
memory blocks (m=1024 Bytes). We show average values
across all devices, and two subsamples that include 50 % of
the most and least used devices. (i) An increase at ≈ 4 kB is
introduced by the bootloader. In real-world implementations,
this can barely be avoided and PUFs should exclude SRAM
at that region. (ii) The bias of heavier utilized devices
increases less used ones by ≈ 0.0025, which confirms aging
by operation, with a small magnitude. (iii) Besides (ii), the
first ≈ 26.5 kB of memory exhibit a higher skew compared
to the remaining. Common firmware sizes of large-scale net-
working experiments on these testbed nodes report (e.g., [70])
memory requirements of 22–28 kB in RAM, which matches
the region of systematic wear-out. Hence, we report strong
indications of visible wear-out effect by long-term testbed
utilization and avoid that memory region in our PUF design
(Sections 5.4 and 5.5). Operating systems likely organize the
program memory from the start of the address space. At the
same time, real- world firmware images do not necessarily
utilize the whole memory (uniformly), which fosters bespoke
unbalanced wear-out effects. Testbed operators as well as
PUF developers should include anti-aging techniques in the
future to mitigate wear-out patterns of various characteristics
in practice.

5 PUF DESIGN FOR THE RIOT OS
A wide availability of PUFs requires grounding in the ecosys-
tem of an OS. The heterogeneity of supported platforms
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Fig. 5: 64 kB SRAM is split and analyzed in blocks of 1024
Bytes. The relative hamming weight is displayed for every
device (5a) and memory address (5b); the latter distinguishes
the half most/least used devices.

requires an integration into the configuration and the build
system to adjust the diverse device properties. OS tests and
tools provide useful interfaces to verify PUF viability and to
assess crucial configuration parameters (e.g., required SRAM
lengths). PUFs bootstrap system security and must therefore
extend the OS startup code, module initialization, and finally
the secure operation. Figure 6 presents an overview of our
PUF integration in RIOT for creating (i) a simple seed for
general purpose PRNG initialization, (ii) a secure seed for
CSPRNG initialization, and (iii) a secret key. In addition,
to ensure qualified PUFs, we provide a soft-reset detection
mechanism that prevents initialized SRAM (i.e., caused by
insufficient power-off cycles) from generating seeds or keys.

5.1 Compile-time Configuration

RIOT supports many boards of largely varying hardware
capabilities [71] that demand for a systematic compile-time
modeling of its features. This modeling enables extensible
code paths where possible, and facilitates reduced feature
sets on platforms without certain hardware capabilities.
RIOT uses a feature modeling based on Kconfig [56], [72].
Kconfig allows defining symbols that represent features,
based on which dependencies and conditional default
values are defined. For the PUF module, a platform can
indicate capabilities as follows. HAS_PM enables low-power
mode, and HAS_PM_TIMER enables programmatic wake-
up from low-power mode. HAS_PM_INDICATION enables
additional power-cycle detection during soft-reset detection.
HAS_CRYPTO_ACCEL enables crypto hardware acceleration
(future work).

Both seeders (Section 5.4) and the key generator (Sec-
tion 5.5) provide configurations for PUF algorithms: (i) sepa-
rate start addresses in SRAM, (ii) length of the considered
SRAM blocks, (iii) choice of a cryptographic hash function,(iv)
configuration of the error correction code for the key genera-
tor. Default values are chosen according to our evaluation.

5.2 Integration into OS Startup Routine

System Reset. RIOT provides a reset_handler, which
is the start point after every system reset. A default startup
routine follows four steps. (i) The data section is loaded from

flash to RAM. (ii) The .bss (block starting symbol) section
(used for uninitialized data) is set to zero. (iii) The MCU
and board specific components are initialized. (iv) The OS
kernel is loaded and (v) auto_init initializes modules prior
to starting applications.We perform our PUF initialization
prior to step (i), to obtain a pristine response of uninitialized
memory.
Linker Attributes and Erasure. To prevent PUF outputs from
erasure by the subsequent startup routine, a .noinit section
in the linker script of every supported CPU architecture
defines a PUF attribute with which we declare variables
used to store the PUF seeds and keys. Seeds and the key are
consumed during auto_init and unavailable by the end
of the initialization (see Section 5.6).
Startup Delay. PUF execution adds a delay (see Section 7.3)
to the system startup, which is primarily introduced by
resource intensive crypto-operations on constrained de-
vices [56]. If available, crypto-accelerators can reduce that
time. When operated in software, the execution may degrade
due to the early PUF execution on perhaps uninitialized
system clocks, prior to MCU initialization. An interface that
allows conditional PUF execution during the next reset can
mitigate this affect in the future.

5.3 Detection of Soft Resets
Memory must be uninitialized for PUF operations, which is
achieved by a sufficiently long power-off cycle. Short resets
can occur, however. In such cases, the PUF procedure must
not be executed to prevent duplicate seeds and false key
construction. Kietzmann et al. [9] present a simple detection
mechanism to catch soft-resets. In a nutshell, the soft-reset
writes a memory marker to a known address. On soft-reset,
the marker will persist in memory. Conversely, a sufficient
power-off cycle changes the value of the marker and enables
PUF operation. One caveat of this approach is a false negative
decision, which can be triggered by only a single bit flip in
the marker variable, while old values stay in memory. In
a baseline experiment we analyzed the hamming distance
between the marker variable and the expected value and
decreased the duration of the low-power cycle. Our results
show notable signs of memory retention (decrease of the
hamming distance) below 3 ms, which should be excluded.
Longer cycles, however, may still incur memory retention,
sometimes in the order of seconds [1].
Distance Detection. A future soft-reset detection stage could
improve the false negative sensitivity and incorporate a
distance metric to the detection algorithm. Additionally, an
individual marker per device could utilize the inverse startup
pattern, maximizing the range of potentially flipping bits,
which increases granularity.
Sleep State Report Interface. The memory marker is at
risk to be manipulated during runtime, by software defects,
or intentionally by adversaries that manage to execute
malicious code (Section 8). This can cause an undetected
soft-reset, resulting in zero-entropy seeding and false key
reconstruction. We extend the power management (PM) API
in RIOT by a function to report the preceding state after a
reset. Only if the marker-based detection fails and the system
starts from deep sleep, PUF operation is executed. Not all
platforms support this feature, unfortunately.
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Fig. 6: Integration of the SRAM PUF module in the IoT operating system RIOT.

5.4 Random Seed Generation

Uninitialized SRAM contains randomness for the seed
generator and is compressed to provide a concise value
of maximized entropy. We provision two seed generation
functions that take as input the SRAM start address and
considered memory length. By default, we utilize a randomly
chosen start address in the center of the memory map, to
circumvent systematic wear-out effects that likely occur in
the beginning of the RAM (cf. Section 4.3), and we locate
regions for both seed functions successively. Addresses and
lengths can be configured, though. A dynamic mechanism
could thus mitigate potential aging phenomena.

Construction. Our first seed is extracted by the lightweight
DEK hash [73] and compressed to an integer value, which
is utilized to seed a non-secure general purpose PRNG. The
second seed is created for security purposes and bases on
compression by a cryptographic hash (SHA256 by default).
Hence, the size of the seed corresponds to the digest
length. It can be utilized to feed an entropy accumulator,
or the CSPRNG initialization directly. Potential CSPRNG re-
seeding [9], however, requires a power-cycle to obtain fresh
entropy from the SRAM.

General Purpose vs Secure Seeds. General purpose
seeds must not be used in cryptographic contexts due to
insufficient entropy and lack of forward secrecy. Conversely,
cryptographic seeds can be used for general purpose, but
exhibit higher cost (see Section 7.3). The same seed must not
be used for both types of generators [9], since typical PRNGs
are invertible, hence, their outputs disclose information about
the initial value. Similarly to PRNGs, our general purpose
seed generator is invertible. Consequently, this seed can
disclose information about the initial PUF response. Hence,
cryptographic seed- and key generators should never operate
on a memory region that was used by the simple seeder
before.

Secure Seeds on Soft Reset. A fresh and secure seed that was
used on CSPRNG initialization should be disguised after use
to preserve privacy. Hence, we hash it after CSPRNG seeding
and keep the updated value in memory, for a future soft-reset.
This prevents backtracking of former random sequences. A
future soft-reset adds a soft-reset counter and re-hashes it.
This provides statistical variation among soft-resets (general
purpose seeds follow that same procedure). Disclosure of the
updated seed, however, makes future sequences predictable.
Hence, a status indication field (using the .noinit PUF
attribute) can report the PUF status persistently. CSPRNG
initialization can follow its own policy to accept or reject
seeding after soft-reset.
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KeySRAM
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Fig. 7: A fuzzy extractor based on the code-offset construction.
Offset is created at random. Deployments consist of enroll-
ment, and reconstruction during regular device operation.

5.5 Key Generation

Our key generator follows the approach of the code offset
method [47]. Deployments of such a system consist of two
phases, namely the enrollment (Figure 7a), which has to be
executed in a trusted environment, and the reconstruction
(Figure 7b), which reflects regular device operation.

Enrollment. Our key generator provides two enrollment
options. (i) Helper data is calculated on the device itself.
This greatly simplifies a deployment and allows for re-
enrollment during deployment time (e.g., via firmware
updates). Re-enrollment must be authenticated, though, to
prevent invalidation of intact helper data. Self-assessment
takes a reference measurement utilizing a low-power power-
cycle. A true randomness source is required to generate the
random code offset [47] (cf. Figure 7). We utilize the PUF
based secure seed (see Section 5.4) to initialize a crypto-
secure SHA256PRNG, which provides unpredictable code
offsets of configurable lengths. (ii) Helper data is calculated
externally, which is convenient for devices with very limited
hardware resources. Thereby, a reference SRAM readout is
transmitted via UART and an external (trusted) party deals
with code offset generation and encoding. In turn, helper data
is formatted into a header file that is part of the subsequent
compilation of the firmware. This option requires individual
compilation for every device to deploy.

For the error correction scheme, we rely on lightweight
alternatives, namely, a concatenation of the Golay [74]- and
repetition codes, which provide output bit error probabilities
of approx. 10−5 to 10−7 for common PUF failure rates and
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Fig. 8: Expectation and measurement of the min. entropy for varying max. probabilities (pmax) and increasing sample sizes.

lengths [54]. Our modular OS integration allows a seamless
replacement of corrections codes in the future.
Reconstruction. A device can reconstruct the key after
a power-off cycle, utilizing the helper data. After error
correction, the key is calculated by a secure hash (SHA256 by
default) and stored in a reserved key variable (see Section 5.2)
to prevent overwriting by subsequent OS startup code.
Isolated memory resources are more secure and could hold
keys in future, if available on the hardware platform.

5.6 Access to PUF Primitives

Random seeds and the secret key are not directly accessible
by the user to prevent unauthorized readout, misuse, or
tampering. Instead, this vulnerable data is utilized during
module initialization, before application code starts in main.
Seeds are consumed on (CS)PRNG initialization and further
processed to obfuscate secret start values, as well as to
prepare for the case of a future soft-reset (Section 5.4). As
a result, application code simply faces a readily usable
(CS)PRNG. The secret key can be utilized for the initialization
of consuming modules, e.g., as a master key for deriving ad-
ditional keys that bootstrap security protocols, or to decrypt
secured storage. By the end of the module initialization, the
PUF derived key is erased, to prevent direct access by the
main application. Hence, it does not persist through a soft-
reset but requires a real power-off cycle to be re-generated.
Alternatively, the key can be stored in isolated memory with
controlled access in the future.

6 EVALUATION OF OS-INTEGRATED SRAM PUFS

6.1 Estimation of the Min. Entropy Convergence

Bitwise Inter-device Minimal Entropy. We want to evaluate
the unpredictability of uninitialized SRAM between multiple
devices using the min. entropy. (i) Based on experiment data,
we measure the relative frequency pmax = max(p, 1 − p)
for attaining one (p) or zero (1 − p) at the same SRAM
bit position of the different devices. Based on a vector of
pmax values for every bit position, we evaluate the empirical
min. entropy for varying sample sizes (cf. Equation 2) For
this, we pick ten sets of devices randomly, and calculate
their average min. entropy and p-values. (ii) An estimator
theoretically calculates the expected min. entropy or the
empirical estimator as a function of the sample size, i.e., the

number of nodes, and the maximum probability for logical
zero or one.
Robustness of Estimator. To assess the validity of our min.
entropy measurements, we evaluate its convergence rate.
We compare our measurements with a sequence of perfect
Bernoulli trials and quantify the convergence for different
values of pmax (cf. Section 2.2).

Figure 8a presents the results with convergence lim-
its labeled at the right y-axis. For different pmax values,
the estimated convergence rate varies. Exemplary, a pmax

of 0.7 decreases the number of samples needed for con-
vergence, but it also decreases the relative min. entropy
Hmin(pmax = 0.7) down to ≈ 0.5. In contrast, the ideal case
of pmax = 0.5 should converge to Hmin(pmax = 0.5) ≈ 1,
which however does not occur within 700 displayed samples.
This demonstrates the need for large sample sizes.

In our measurements, we find a relative frequency of
p̂1 = 0.596, which slowly converges to a min. entropy of
Ĥmin ≈ 0.749 after more than 125 samples. The standard
deviation of our measurements σ(Ĥmin) yields 2.3 · 10−3 at
max. (Figure 8b), and decreases with increasing sample sizes.
A comparison of measurement results with our empirical
estimator shows almost perfect agreement. We conclude that
our measurements with 708 nodes are empirically robust.

6.2 Blockwise Evaluation of the Uniqueness

Evaluation between Devices. We want to quantify the device
uniqueness and analyze the fractional hamming distance [75]
between devices and blocks, as a preparation to derive
unpredictable secrets:

HD(ra, rb) = |{ra,i ̸= rb,i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}| · 1

m
(7)

where ra,i and rb,i denote the bit values of two devices at
position i in a block of the length m=1024 Bytes. Figure 9a
displays our results for the fractional hamming distance be-
tween unique device pairs. Assuming a location-independent
occurrence of zeros and ones, the ideal distance is 0.5. Our
measurements fluctuate around an average value of 0.48
except for the block at 4 kB (bootloader, cf. Section 4.3),
a slight deviation from the optimum case. Based on these
results, we consider memory pattern as unique.

Figure 9a additionally presents the blockwise min. en-
tropies (cf. Equation 1) between all devices as a lower bound
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Fig. 9: SRAM evaluation. A total of 64 kB SRAM is split and analyzed in blocks of 1024 Bytes. Boxes show fractional hamming
distances between all blocks (left y-axis) and lines show min. entropies (right y-axis). IQR: 25th–75th percentile, whiskers:
Q1-1.5·IQR and Q3+15·IQR.

of its uniqueness. The min. entropy is commonly used to
determine input lengths in crypto-contexts (e.g., key lengths).
Our results reveal a min. entropy of ≈ 75 % for each block,
which is in agreement with Section 6.1 and sufficient to
derive unique secrets. As an example, a naive key generator
would require 171 Bits of uninitialized memory to create a
128 Bit maximum entropy key.
Evaluation on a Single Device. We apply the same
methodology to ≈ 700 readouts on the same device to
quantify its initial randomness, required to derive distinct
seeds. Thereby we utilize a low-power cycle with a sleep
delay of one second. Figure 9b presents our results for the
blockwise hamming distances and min. entropies. The intra-
device hamming distances reveal a different picture than the
inter-device analysis. Even though a majority of bits remain
stable over retries, a small portion adds noise, which leads
to intra-device distances of ≈ 0.06 (average). This behavior
remains stable among all memory blocks. Bit flips lead to an
intra-device min. entropy of 6.8 %±0.51(σ), which supports
seed generation. Conversely, a reproducible key generator
must eliminate these. To dimension sufficient correction
schemes, we also search for the bit error probability in every
block and between all measurements, and find the maximum
at pe=0.086.

7 ANALYSIS OF SEED AND KEY GENERATION

7.1 Analysis of Random Seeds

We evaluate the quality of seeding and generate two seeds on
each startup, (i) a secure 256 Bit seed with maximum entropy,
(ii) a 32 Bit general purpose seed for non security purposes.
Our evaluation program triggers periodic power-off cycles
of 1 sec. over two days, which results in ≈ 180 k values per
device, and 45.1 Mbit secure / 5.7 Mbit general purpose seed
bits.
Secure Seeds. We calculate the required bits from SRAM
based on the intra-device min. entropy of ≈ 7 % as obtained
in Section 6.2. We account for the entropy loss using the
leftover hash lemma [76] (L = log2(1/ϵ) with ϵ = 2−256

close to uniform) while targeting at 256 Bit entropy in our
final seeds. This requires a minimum of 7314 Bits/914 Bytes

of uninitialized memory. We conservatively chose 1024 Bytes.
It is worth noting that SRAM portions should be chosen
based on a deployment specific initial evaluation of SRAM
properties. All seed values are unique and uniformly dis-
tributed due to the properties of the SHA256 hash.
General Purpose Seeds. A min. entropy of 7 % requires a
minimum of 457 Bits/57 Bytes of SRAM to provide 32 Bit of
seed entropy. Conservatively, we choose 128 Bytes with well
aligned values in return. Figure 10 presents the probabilities
of p for every bit in the 32 Bit seed, from two sample devices.
They roughly follow a normal distribution and provide 89–
95 % min. entropies, which we consider sufficient for non-
security purposes.
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Fig. 10: Evaluation of general purpose seeds. Index based
distribution of bit probabilities (p) throughout 32 Bit integer
values; min. entropy across ≈ 180 k measurements per
device.

7.2 Analysis of the Fuzzy Extractor for Key Generation
Figure 11 visualizes the fuzzy extractor properties for varying
configurations (cf. Section 5.5). Similar to the seed evaluation,
every configuration produces ≈ 180 k values. We vary the
code offset from 9 to 24 Bytes on the y-axis, and the number of
repetitions by the repetition error-correction code between 1–
13 on the x-axis. A repetition of 1 reflects a single occurrence
of the code word. The Golay code is active in all cases.
Lower right triangles in Figure 11 (blue) encode the length of
required SRAM bits. The same length is required for helper
data on non-volatile memory.
Remaining Key Entropy. A naïve estimation of the entropy
of a key output would multiply the SRAM length by the inter-
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device min. entropy to determine its cryptographic strength.
For example, a code offset of 9 Bytes with repetition 1 leads
to an SRAM length of 18 Bytes/144 Bits; multiplied with a
min. entropy of ≈ 0.75 would then yield 108 Bits of entropy
in the SRAM used for key derivation. For biased SRAM,
however, publicly available helper data leak information
about the generated key [39], [52], [58], which is due to the
concatenation of the two error correction codes as part of the
fuzzy extractor. This leakage further reduces the remaining
entropy in the key and requires additional random code
offset- and SRAM bits to compensate. Maes et al. [58] derived
methods for calculating the leakage and the remaining
entropy as a function of bias, which reflects the average-
case resistance against brute force attacks [77].

We determine the remaining entropy for varying fuzzy
extractor configurations and for our measured SRAM bias
of p̂1 = 0.596 (cf. Section 6.1). Figure 11 visualizes the
results for various configurations of the fuzzy extractor.
The upper left triangles (red) reflect the remaining key
entropy after fuzzy extraction. Increasing code offsets in-
crease the required SRAM length (i.e., initial entropy) and
the remaining entropy in the extracted keys. Increasing
repetitions unsurprisingly increase the required input lengths
too, whereas the remaining entropy shows a reversed trend
and increases with fewer repetitions. Code offsets of 24 Bytes
expose remaining entropies from 182 Bits (1 repetition) down
to 82 Bits (13 repetitions). A random code offset of 24 Bytes
with 5 repetitions provides 144 Bits of remaining entropy and
meets the recommended security strength [78] of 128 Bits key
entropy.

Reliability. Figure 11 also presents the empirical reconstruc-
tion failure rate, which is introduced by bit errors between
SRAM readouts that cannot be corrected by the fuzzy
extractor. Increasing code offsets increases the error rate
(notable in Figure 11 following repetitions 1 and 3 for bottom
to top). Following repetitions fewer than five, all fuzzy
extractor configurations reveal a notable failure probability,
which contradicts the common key reconstruction error
rate of 10−6 [24], [50], [51], [58]. Five or more Repetitions
expose errors smaller than 3 · 10−8. In our measurements,
no uncorrected bit error occurred in reconstructed outputs
and the error values represent the multiplicative inverse of
all successfully reconstructed bits.

Discussion. Increasing the SRAM length is undesirable since
memory is sparse on very constrained IoT devices. Repeti-
tions should remain few to avoid entropy loss. Conversely,
multiple repetitions are required to provide an acceptable
reconstruction rate, in particular for deployments of large
SRAM noise level [1]. A code offset of 24 Bytes and five
repetitions preserves sufficient key entropy on our M3 nodes
at a failure rate that meets the requirements for a PUF design.
Other fuzzy extractor configurations either sacrifice reliability
by an intolerable reconstruction failure rate at the required
level of security, or they sacrifice the remaining key entropy.
Our overall balanced strategy provides highly unique and
reliable device identities at an acceptable security level. Pre-
processing of the SRAM pattern as proposed in [36], [37], [59]
can further reduce the required SRAM length and increase
the remaining key entropy from biased SRAM PUFs, which
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Fig. 11: SRAM length, remaining entropy, and measured
reconstruction failure rate for different configurations of the
fuzzy extractor.

promises to improve the performance at the same or better
security strength.

7.3 Resource Overhead

Processing Time. We measure processing times on M3
nodes and compare the PUF performance with two different
off-the-shelf IoT platforms: ESP32 and HiFive (see Section 3).

First, we analyze the startup latency of two RIOT
applications executed on the M3 node, without the PUF
module. (i) Hello world is a minimal single-threaded
application and introduces a startup latency of 1.1 ms. (ii)
gnrc_networking is the standard IPv6 networking appli-
cation which initializes many modules in 8 threads prior
to execution of application code. This requires 10.8 ms for
startup. The latter case excludes seed generation. Here, we
utilize a static CSPRNG seed, since microcontroller lacks an
entropy source (without the PUF).

Table 1 presents the processing overhead of (i) soft-reset
detection, (ii) common routines, and (iii) both seed generators.
Soft-reset detection is mandatory with our PUF module and
adds a small overhead of < 8µs on the M3 node. ESP32
adds ≈ 23µs and HiFive surprisingly requires ≈ 65 times
longer than M3. This is an effect of PUF operation prior
to system clock initialization. Common processing adds a
negligible overhead on all platforms. General purpose seed
generation (≈ 0.02–0.13 ms) is lean compared to secure seed
generation (up to 14 ms on M3) which is comparable to
gnrc_networking, though, seed generation from real en-
tropy sources is slow in general [9]. Secure seeds take ± 12 ms
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TABLE 1: Additional operating system startup latencies
introduced by soft-reset detection and generation of two
seeds.

Platform Soft-reset
detection [ms]

Common
routines [ms]

Seed generation [ms]

simple secure

M3 7.65 · 10−3 3.00 · 10−3 0.13 13.65
ESP32 22.59 · 10−3 0.47 · 10−3 0.02 1.37
HiFive 494.91 · 10−3 1.50 · 10−3 0.08 27.03

on ESP32 and HiFive. Flash memory access during SHA256
computation is slower on HiFive due to a serial interface. In
agreement with previous measurements, processing times do
not directly reflect CPU frequency. Initializing clocks prior to
PUF execution can improve performance in the future, but
requires rearrangement of the OS startup routine. Exemplary,
we rearrange the startup code for the M3 platform and find
a speedup of almost 7 times, though, system clock speed
increased by a factor of 9, comparing the hardware default
state (8 MHz) and the RIOT configuration (72 MHz).

Next, we look at the processing overhead of the fuzzy
extractor and focus on reconstruction since enrollments
happen rarely. We present four relevant configurations for
key construction in Figure 12. ‘Helper’ contains readout of
the helper data from flash. ‘XOR’ contains the overhead
from bitwise xor operation at the input and output of the
fuzzy extractor (Figure 7a). ‘Decode’ includes overhead
of the concatenated Golay- and repetition decoder, and
‘Encode’ includes renewed encoding of the corrected code
offset. ‘Hash’ calculates a digest over the reconstructed PUF
measurement. Finally, ‘Clear’ contains the overhead of re-
setting vulnerable data structures after usage.

The absolute latency (numbers above bars) depends
on the SRAM length and requires 10–20 ms on M3 in
all presented cases. The order of magnitude compares to
gnrc_networking and the secure seed generator. Recon-
struction and seed generation add to the existing startup
latency, though. Other platforms reflect results from Table 1
and take 1.6–2.6 ms (ESP32) and 35–50 ms (HiFive) respec-
tively. Readout of the helper data is only notable on the M3
(≈ 17 %) due to its slow NOR flash. The relative processing
time for fuzzy extraction increases almost linearly with
longer code offsets (Figure 12 bottom to top). Increasing the
number of repetitions (Figure 12 left to right) also increases
the relative hashing time for a reduction in decoding. Longer
inputs affect the cryptographic hash efforts moderately more
than the simple decoder.

In summary, the collection of PUF features moderately
delays the startup routines of our sample applications. This
motivates our modular design, which allows for selective
configuration of PUF features. Furthermore, a positive soft-
reset detection skips parts of the PUF execution. The order
of tens of milliseconds is still small compared to the required
SRAM power-off time (1 second has proven suitable for
different platforms) to generate a fresh memory pattern. In
practice, most IoT applications only awake a few times per
hour or day, which obviates the latency overhead.

Energy Consumption. Table 2 presents the average current
flow and the energy consumption of PUF execution on the
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Fig. 12: Additional OS startup latency introduced by PUF
reconstruction for four configurations of the fuzzy extractor
on different boards. Unlabeled bars relate to proportions
below 10%.

M3 node, including the generation of two seeds following
four configurations of our fuzzy extractor, in agreement
with Figure 12. To compare these results, we have added a
Comparative case which acts as a simple alternative for seed-
and key inclusion without the PUF. Thereby, we create two
seeds by requesting noise from the external radio module
(without further conditioning) on the M3 board and assume
a pre-provisioned key to persist in external flash memory,
which we import. The quality of randomness, unpredictabil-
ity, and uniqueness, in this case does not compare to the
PUF. PUF execution prior to systems initialization drains a
small current of less than 8.3 mA on average, whereas the
energy consumption ranges from 680–942µJ, depending on
the input length. This is in line with the processing time.
Our Comparative case drains more than five times higher
current compared to the PUF, for two reasons. First, this
case additionally requires the radio module to be powered.
Second, it is operated after systems initialization. This speeds
up the execution time (≈3 ms), however, a higher clock speed
further increases the MCU current, leading to a total energy
consumption of ≈ 440µJ. In summary, the energy demands
of the PUF are on the same order of magnitude compared
to a simplified use case, and increase the consumption by
a factor between 1.5 and 2. Therefore, our PUF contributes
conditioned seeds and uniform keys across devices, at little
current drain, without depending on additional external
hardware modules on the boards.
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TABLE 2: Current- and energy consumption of the PUF for
four configurations of the fuzzy extractor, and a comparative
use case—measured on an M3 node.

Reps. [#] 5 9 5 9 Comparative
caseCode offs. [B] 24 24 18 18

Avg. Current [mA] 8.26 8.19 8.28 8.07 44.72
Energy [µJ] 757.49 941.88 681.06 807.21 439.52

8 SECURITY ANALYSIS

PUFs need to maintain unpredictability and unclonability.
A secret is embedded in the chip, hence, no seed or key is
stored during device sleep, the prevalent state of a battery-
driven IoT device. Secrets only persist during a short time
after system startup, reducing the attack vector to a limited
time. Practical attacks, however, can still exploit a number of
vectors. We identify (i) assets, (ii) attackers, and (iii) attack
surfaces of our PUF module, and present (iv) threats. Risks
arise from the combination of specific hardware capabilities,
the deployment consideration, application requirements,
and related attacker assumptions. Hence, we are aiming
to provide an overview of the prevalent risks, together with
a series of mitigations.

8.1 Assets

The most vulnerable resources of the SRAM PUF are the
uninitialized memory pattern (A1), the output of the PUF,
namely secure seeds (A2), and the key (A3). These assets
must preserve confidentiality and integrity. In our implemen-
tation, the memory marker (A4) (e.g., for soft-reset detection,
see Section 5) persist after OS startup and is vulnerable
because it controls the next reset behavior, i.e., can instruct to
skip or execute the PUF on a future reset. Hence, this data
must preserve integrity. Non-volatile memory (A5) stores
helper data that is required for key reconstruction. Although
helper data is considered public, it is still susceptible. It must
preserve integrity and availability to reconstruct the PUF
correctly. Authenticity is also desired, but conventionally
very challenging to achieve.

8.2 Adversaries

We distinguish two types of adversaries. First, software
attackers that try to compromise, manipulate, or analyze the
system under attack without hardware access. This includes
crypto-analysis and the application of learning algorithms.
Software attackers exploit software backdoors, weak imple-
mentations, or software bugs to reveal secret information, or
disturb code execution. Considering networked nodes in the
IoT, attackers can be in wireless reach or connected remotely.
Second, hardware attackers that have direct physical device
access. We distinguish two types of hardware attackers: Non-
invasive attackers try to interface the device during sleep or
operation. They utilize interfaces such as system peripherals,
or try to manipulate the device operation conditions. Invasive
hardware attackers have deep knowledge and access to
advanced techniques to gather or manipulate information
on the silicon level. We exclude invasive attacks from the
reminder of this section because they are (i) rare due to high

financial and knowledge requirements and (ii) very specific to
chip constructions, and so are mitigations, which contradicts
our goal to improve the security of cheap, heterogeneous,
and possibly already deployed devices.

8.3 Surfaces

We categorize the attack surfaces into three groups. (i) The
communication interface (S1), e.g., the low-power radio can
act as an entry point to inject malicious inputs, or be used
for (crypto-) analysis of protocols that make use of random
numbers derived by the PUF seed, or the key derived by
the fuzzy extractor. This interface also acts as entry point
for software updates (future work). (ii) I/Os provide an
interface to the MCU (S2). Peripherals such as UART, SPI, or
GPIO can revel system internals through logging output, and
open an attack vector for interaction with the system. More
crucial, debugging interfaces such as JTAG open a direct
interface to the chip memory. (iii) The physical presence of
a device (S3) provides a surface to operational conditions
(e.g., temperature, magnetic field) and the power supply.

8.4 Threats & Mitigations

We classify threats using STRIDE [80] which defines six
categories of security threats: Spoofing identity (S), Tamper-
ing with data (T), Repudiation (R), Information disclosure
(I), Denial of service (D), and Elevation of privilege (E).
Table 3 summarizes our results and presents mitigations for
hardware (T0–T2) and software (T3–T6) adversaries.

T0. An attacker manages to read non-volatile memory, by
(physically) connecting to the flash memory. Without the
PUF, persistent keys would be stored as plain text, directly
disclosing the secret. PUFs provide additional security by
storing only the public helper data in flash. This attack,
however, may disclose information in cases of high bias.
Hence, helper data readout should still be impractical.

T1. An attacker manages to read/write data such as the
uninitialized SRAM pattern, seeds, or keys. Debug interfaces
can directly interact with the processor. Adversaries that
manage to connect to the debug lines and initiate a debug
session, can halt the CPU during startup to read out memory.
If the PUF primitive is used for authentication, this enables
spoofing and elevation of privileges without repudiation.
Tampering can invalidate operation leading to denial of
service which, however, is simple to achieve with physical
device access. It is noteworthy that PUFs do not introduce
additional threats compared to pure software solutions.

T2. An attacker manages to tamper by manipulating
environmental operation conditions of the device. Common
examples vary the temperature or control the power supply,
e.g., the power-off time, operation voltage, or startup slope.
This affects random physical processes, including but not
limited to SRAM startup state. A reduction of entropy
disqualifies seeds and discloses information, especially in
combination with T0. False key reconstruction can lead to
denial of service. Without the PUF, applications require
alternative sources for seed generation, or sometimes use
TRNGs permanently which are similarly affected by the
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TABLE 3: Threat overview of the SRAM PUF integration.

No. Threat description Asset
(§8.1)

Adversary
(§8.2)

Surface
(§8.3)

STRIDE
(§8.4) Mitigation

T0 Readout public helper
data.

A5 Hardware S2 I • Conserv. entropy estim. during enrollment.

T1 Read/write data. A1–5 Hardware S2 STRIDE • Enable debug port lock.
• Use one-time program. memory / write protect.
• Cut input/output connections.
• Deploy device with tamper protect. enclosure.

T2 Manipulate operational
conditions.

A1 Hardware S3 TID • Additional entropy sources for seed generation.
• Sensors to monitor environ. conditions [79].

T3 (Crypto-)analysis of net-
work traffic.

A1–3 Software S1 I • Conserv. entropy estim. during enrollment.
• Short error correction codes.

T4 Readout public/secret
data.

A5 Software S1 I • Clear memory after usage.
• Separate mem. for non-/secure seeds and key.

T5 Overwrite control data. A4–5 Software S1 TRID • Enable hardware assisted soft-reset detection.

T6 Control operational con-
ditions.

A1-3 Software
(&Hardware)

S1 TID • Enable hardware assisted voltage detection.

environment. PUFs thus act as an additional source of
entropy to increase seed security.
T3. An attacker monitors (secured) network traffic that
utilizes random numbers or keys. This attack might be
complemented by owning and analyzing the SRAM on
a device of the same type, exploiting bias to predict the
initial SRAM pattern. Crypto-analysis of the output of known
algorithms can disclose information of secrets derived from
insufficient entropy. Combined with T0, learning attacks
become a risk [64] in these cases. Without the PUF, however,
random numbers are unavailable on platforms without a
TRNG which fully prevents security. Keys are sometimes
shipped by the vendor and reutilized across devices, leading
to zero entropy on large quantities of nodes [81], [82]. PUFs
enable security contributing a uniformly random seed and a
unique key that is derived from individual device variations.
T4. An attacker manages to read data structures through
software backdoors, which challenges privacy regardless of
PUFs (e.g., compromise of keys in working memory). At the
time that the network interface is up and running, SRAM is
not uninitialized anymore, and vulnerable seeds should be
cleared. A state compromise of a non-forward secure PRNG,
however, potentially allows backtracking of the initial SRAM
pattern and discloses information. Without the PUF, initial
secrets are likely stored persistently in plain text. PUFs reduce
this attack surface to helper data disclosure (see T0).
T5. An attacker manages to overwrite vulnerable data
structures (e.g., forcing buffer overflow). Tampering with
the soft-reset memory marker (Section 5.3) can trigger a false
negative detection on next reset, which leads to zero entropy
seeding and defect key reconstruction. Similarly, tampering
helper data is a risk. This causes information disclosure and
enables denial of service without repudiation. Interfering
with code execution threatens code execution regardless of
PUFs, though.
T6. Combines T2 and T5. An attacker manages to tamper
with the voltage supply through software interfaces–likely
present in low-power OSes for undervolting. Dynamic

adjustments during program execution that do not affect
startup conditions after reset (sleep) are uncritical, since the
PUF is processed before operation. Adjustments that persist
after reset, however, are crucial. A lower voltage causes the
reduction of SRAM entropy which disqualifies seeds, leading
to information disclosure. Alternative random sources might
be similarly affected by this attack (see T2).

Threat discussion. PUFs provide non-uniform keys across
devices, which means that each device has to be attacked
separately, rather than attacking one and owning all devices.
The success of a hardware attacker depends on (i) the
device accessibility and (ii) the additional security features of
the chip. Hardware attacks are typically small-scale, which
contradicts the large-scale characteristics of common IoT
deployments. A non-invasive hardware attack requires high
efforts for a single device, whereas many threats can be
mitigated by standard hardware features. High security
applications, however, should design specific hardware-
security features and consider device enclosures.

Software attacks are more likely in the IoT since devices
become accessible remotely through the network. Thereby,
the attack surface reduces notably, compared to hardware
attacks. Presuming an adequate enrollment, the prevalent
software-based threat is given by information disclosure
and tampering through a software backdoor (T4–T6). These
threats, however, do not assault the PUF in particular, but
generally impede operation of this constrained device class.
Hence, the PUF adds a layer of security in practice. To reduce
this attack surface, vendors include trusted execution envi-
ronments (e.g., ARM TrustZone, RISC-V PMP) on modern
IoT platforms, that allow for code isolation and privileged
memory access. Privileged PUF operations can improve
security by separating user facing, networking, or driver
code from secure operations. Conversely, secure processing
environments require a root of trust, which can be assisted
with a PUF. Hence, both features could complement each
other in the future.
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9 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper started from the observation that many commod-
ity IoT devices provide little to no hardware security features,
sometimes not even a source of randomness. We presented
the first comprehensive PUF integration into an IoT operating
system to fill this gap and broadly enhance embedded
security. Our PUF proposal uses uninitialized SRAM, which
is available on common IoT platforms, and is portable due
to an integration below the hardware abstraction layer of the
open-source operating system.

We evaluated SRAM PUF on typical class 2 devices in
an open testbed using 708 nodes. This is, to the best of
our knowledge, the first empirical PUF study with several
hundreds constrained IoT nodes, albeit prior work [14]
proved the need for large sample sizes for the subtle analysis
of SRAM bias. Our analysis revealed four key insights.

(i) An inter-device distance of ≈ 48 % between node
pairs shows high uniqueness, which enables the generation
of unpredictable keys. Still, the physical SRAM layout
introduces inter-device bias, which becomes visible when
analyzing high numbers of nodes. This reduces the inter-
device min. entropy to ≈ 75 %, and thereby the number
of unpredictable bits per node. Key generation relies on
public helper data, which may reveal information about the
SRAM pattern in the case of bias. Our analysis of the entropy
leakage identified a fuzzy extractor configuration that results
in 144 Bits of remaining key entropy at a failure rate of 6·10−9.
(ii) An intra-device min. entropy of ≈ 7 % allows for secure
seed generation on startup. (iii) The uninitialized SRAM
properties of real-word aged, heavily utilized testbed nodes
are still sufficient to achieve (i) and (ii). (iv) A configurable
OS integration can seamlessly provide PUF services to the
IoT at moderate start-up overhead while shielding soft resets.

We could also show that a number of hardware-based non-
invasive attacks against SRAM PUFs heavily depend on the
availability of platform features such as device pinouts or de-
bug port locks. The availability of PUFs upgrades the security
of commercial off-the-shelf devices without cryptographic
hardware and strengthens the resistance against the more
dangerous software attacks from remote parties throughout
the Internet. Contributing non-uniform keys across devices,
our PUF integration reduces the efficacy of these attacks,
since each node needs to be attacked individually, rather
than attacking one and owning all.

This work opens four future research directions. First,
pre-processing of biased SRAM pattern may increase the
security of keys while reducing the fuzzy extractor overhead,
but it adds a layer of complexity to the generation process,
which needs careful evaluation on resource constrained
devices. Second, an aging detection and an anti-aging
stage may observe and mitigate entropy loss on degrading
nodes. Third, the PUF functions can be extended to include
trusted execution environments, which become increasingly
available on modern hardware. Fourth, integrated analysis
tools may improve estimates of entropy and SRAM length.
We hope this will ease deployment efforts toward a future,
more secure IoT.
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